
Bottle Giro d’Italia
Technical specs:
_ Capacity: 550 ml
_ Total height: 210 mm
_ Diameter: 74 mm
_ Weight: 100 gr

Materials:
_ Bottle body: Food-grade polyethylene.
_ Cap: Food-grade polypropylene and food-grade thermoplastic rubber.

Official bottle of the Giro d’Italia 2016

This bottle has been designed and manufactured exclusively for the Giro d’Italia 2016 and will be used by all riders through neutral support. 

Graphics feature the official competition logos and style of the 99th edition of the Giro d’Italia and of the Trofeo Senza Fine given to the winner 
of the Italian stage race.



Features

New design:
The bottle features an all-new sports design built around the standard 74mm diameter that fits all traditional bottlecages on the market. The lower portion of the 
bottle body is designed to increase stability during racing and to dampen the vibrations that occur between bottle and bottlecage; thereby ensuring a perfect grip 
under all conditions, such as rocky roads, descents and high-speed off-road sections.

New cap:
_ The new cap features a bigger and softer nozzle designed to easily increase liquid flow; it is also odourless and will not alter liquid taste.
_ Ideal for competition with three exclusive features:
1. Larger push-pull soft rubber nozzle that makes it super ergonomic and easier to open/close during racing;
2. Twist-off opening for easier cleaning and refilling;
3. Snap-fit safety opening minimizes potential damage should it ever come into contact with wheels.

Squeezable:
Bottle body is soft and liquid flows easily by just a light squeeze.

Food safety:
Bottle is consistent with the European CE and American FDA standards concerning food contact materials.

BPA Free:
Bottle materials are totally BPA-free (Bisphenol A).

Great capacity:
Bottle of 550ml is compact yet features the high liquid capacity important to competitors. 

Recyclability:
All materials are 100% recyclable through normal recycling.

Max liquid temperature 40°C

Dishwasher safe


